Abstract: LEP precision on electroweak measurements was sufficient not to hamper the extraction of Higgs couplings at the LHC. But the foreseen permille-level Higgs measurements at future lepton colliders might suffer from parametric electroweak uncertainties in the absence of a dedicated electroweak program. We perform a joint, complete and consistent effective-field-theory analysis of Higgs and electroweak processes. The full electroweaksector dependence of the e + e − → W W production process is notably accounted for, using statistically optimal observables. Up-to-date HL-LHC projections are combined with CEPC, FCC-ee, ILC and CLIC ones. For circular colliders, our results demonstrate the importance of a new Z-pole program for the robust extraction of Higgs couplings. At linear colliders, we show how exploiting multiple polarizations and centre-of-mass energies is crucial to mitigate contaminations from electroweak parameter uncertainties on the Higgs physics program. We also investigate the potential of alternative electroweak measurements to compensate for the lack of direct Z-pole run, considering for instance radiative return to these energies. Conversely, we find that Higgs measurements at linear colliders could improve our knowledge of the Z couplings to electrons.
Introduction
The precision electroweak (EW) program carried out at electron-positron colliders had a long-lasting impact on particle physics and definitively contributed to establishing the standard model (SM) at the quantum level [1] . It even gave the first concrete evidences for the top quark and the Higgs boson that were out of direct reach. Since its discovery in 2012, the Higgs boson has actually become the central figure in the field and it very much sets the agenda for the next future colliders [2] . While there is a strong consensus towards a e + e − Higgs factory, its actual design, either circular or linear, is still under fierce debate. Both options have their own pros and cons: the linear colliders are extendable in energy and there is neither technical nor unbearable economical impediments to polarize their beams. On the other hand circular colliders can reach higher luminosity, especially at low energies. Indeed, from centre-of-mass energies relevant for a Higgs program around 250 GeV, circular colliders are able to deliver integrated luminosities growing roughly like 1/ √ s 3 towards lower √ s (power losses from synchrotron radiation scale like √ s 4 ), while linear collider luminosities rising approximately linearly towards higher √ s can be achieved. That is why a circular Higgs factory would already start as a Z and W pair factory.
Bringing Higgs coupling determinations to the level of precision achieved by the previous generation of lepton colliders on electroweak parameters naturally raises the question of the interplay between those two sectors. They have remained mostly decoupled so far due to the large hierarchy in the constraints they are subject to [3, 4] . Higgs coupling measurements did not have sufficient accuracy to be affected by electroweak parameter uncertainties or to reduce them, except in the well-known case of anomalous triple gauge couplings (aTGCs) [5] . Our knowledge of Higgs couplings is nevertheless sufficient for their quantum corrections to electroweak processes not to significantly entangle the two sectors. On the contrary, it was recently shown that the much more uncertain couplings of the top quark have sizeable loop-level impact on Higgs coupling determinations, especially at future lepton colliders [6] [7] [8] . So precision Higgs physics requires the accurate determination of top-quark couplings. Leaving this issue aside, i.e. assuming that top-quark couplings are well constrained by dedicated measurements like that of e + e − → tt [9] , in this work we address the cross-talk between the Higgs and electroweak sectors at future lepton colliders.
All future lepton colliders target integrated luminosities in the few inverse attobarn range at centre-of-mass energies between 240 and 380 GeV where the Higgsstrahlung cross section peaks. Updated electroweak measurements at the Z pole and the W pair production threshold, with astonishingly large statistics, are also part of the program of future circular collider projects. Collecting large amount of luminosity at the corresponding energies is, on the contrary, costly and time-consuming for linear machines, as already explained. Therefore, the interplay between Higgs and electroweak coupling determinations is qualitatively different for the two types of colliders. These specificities naturally lead to explore the following questions:
• What is the deterioration in Higgs couplings determination incurred from electroweak uncertainties?
• How important are the Z-pole and W W -threshold runs for Higgs physics?
• Are measurements at higher energies and with polarized beams sufficient to mitigate their possible absence at linear colliders?
• Conversely, could Higgs measurements help constraining electroweak parameters?
In particular, we will compare the Higgs coupling sensitivity obtained under three different scenarios for the EW measurements: 1. LEP/SLD EW when the experimental uncertainties in the EW sector do not improve over the measurements done at LEP/SLD, 2. real EW when the actual EW projections at the respective lepton collider are used, 3. perfect EW when an infinite statistical and systematic precision in the EW observables is assumed. In this paper, we shall try to address the questions listed above in the effective field theory (EFT) framework, assuming a mass gap between the weak scale and the scale of new physics such that all the effects of the new degrees of freedom and the new interactions can be captured by local interactions among the SM particles at the energies probed by the colliders. We present detailed studies of HL-LHC and future lepton collider prospects based on the most up-to-date experimental studies carefully implemented with available correlations and complemented -where needed-with reasonable estimates. Two different implementations and fitting procedures are used for cross-validation. They respectively employ the so-called Higgs [10] and Warsaw [11] bases of dimension-six operators. Many of our results are, however, presented in terms of deviations to decay rates in specific channels, to avoid the arbitrariness of the choice of effective operator basis and to provide a more intuitive understanding of prospective limits. Our study extends and complements that of refs. [2, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
The figure of merit of the various colliders should not be asserted by looking at single Higgs couplings or electroweak parameters alone, irrespective of their physical relevance. High-energy machines also give access to new processes, like multiple Higgs production, that can inform us directly about new couplings. It is instructive to compare, for instance, how much the Higgs self-coupling will be known indirectly from the corrections it induces quantum mechanically on processes with single Higgs and the direct bounds obtained from the study of double Higgs production above 500 GeV. The impact of the EW uncertainties in this comparison (so far done only in the perfect EW limit [19] ) is left for future work.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. We first review various aspects of the framework employed in section 2 including a description of our EFT parametrization, of the collider run scenarios and measurements used as input, as well as of our fitting methodologies. Our results are presented in section 3 with an overview of the Higgs coupling reaches at various colliders followed by a detailed investigation of the effects of EW measurements. Conclusions are drawn in section 4. A comparison between our results and that of the Higgs@Future Colliders ECFA Working Group report of ref. [2] is provided in appendix A. Our results are also expressed in standard effective-field-theory bases in appendix B. Further details about the correlations between Higgs and electroweak parameters are provided in appendix C. A brief review of the method of optimal observables is provided in appendix D. The measurement inputs used in our global analysis are further detailed in appendix E.
Framework
Introducing our framework, our parametrization of the effective-field-theory space is first presented in section 2.1. We then provide a brief summary of the future collider run scenarios considered as well as the prospects and measurements used as input to our analysis in section 2.2. The information contained in angular distributions of both diboson and Higgsstrahlung production is extracted using statistically optimal observables (see appendix D for a brief review), as explained in section 2.3 and 2.4. The assumptions made for scaling statistical and systematic uncertainties with beam polarization are explained in section 3.2. Our statistical methods for the global fit is described in section 2.5.
Effective field theory
Despite its success on the phenomenological side, the standard model is nowadays viewed as the low-energy limit to a more fundamental ultraviolet (UV) theory, i.e. as an EFT. This UV completion is supposed to replace the SM at a given energy scale Λ, which acts as the cut off of the EFT. For energies E Λ, however, the observed phenomena can be well described by an effective Lagrangian expanded in inverse powers of Λ,
In the so-called standard-model effective field theory (SMEFT), each operator O
is a local analytical SU (3) c × SU (2) L × U (1) Y -invariant operator of canonical mass dimension d, built from the fields describing particles with mass m < Λ. Such particles are assumed to be the SM ones, with the Higgs field belonging to an SU (2) L doublet. 1 The operator coefficients c
encode the indirect effects of heavy new physics and can be computed in terms of the parameters of particular UV completions [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . The success of the SM and usefulness of this EFT expansion are then justified from the fact that observable effects from an operator of dimension d are suppressed by (q/Λ) d−4 , where q is the relevant energy scale involved in the observable or the electroweak vacuum expectation value v ≈ 246 GeV. Assuming B and L number conservation, the leading order new physics corrections to SM physics are given by the dimension-six terms. Under all the assumptions above, a complete basis of physically independent dimension-six interactions contains a total of 59 types of operators [11] (2499 taking into account flavour indices, still under the assumption of B and L number conservation [40] ).
The SMEFT framework provides a convenient and consistent framework to describe indirect effects of new physics and to parametrize possible deformations with respect to the SM predictions. Since the correlations imposed by gauge invariance and/or the assumption of linearly realized electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) are manifest in this framework, the EFT formalism allows to easily study and exploit the complementarities between different types of processes to constrain new physics effects. Preserving its systematic coverage of heavy new physics scenarios in general also requires one to consider simultaneously all contributions to studied observables up to a given order. New physics would generate several operators at a high scale. Renormalization-group running to the scale of measurements could provide non-vanishing coefficients to an even larger set of operators. The projection of those onto a basis, using equation of motion, integration by part, Fierz identity, etc.
would have the same effect. Focusing on arbitrary subset of operators is also technically inconsistent at the quantum level where counterterms from discarded operators may be needed. This naturally leads to the necessity to consider global studies of indirect effects, where one includes all possible types of physical observables to probe simultaneously all SMEFT directions open at a given order. In this work, where we are mainly interested in the study of possible deformations in Higgs processes. This will necessarily lead us to include in the discussion the observables typically considered in electroweak precision tests and diboson production. In what follows, we describe the different operators that enter in all these processes in the dimension-six SMEFT formalism. For that purpose, we will use the convenient parametrization of ref. [10, 41] , the so-called Higgs basis, where the leading order effects of new physics are presented in the unitary gauge.
For simplicity, we will restrict our study to CP-conserving interactions. CP-violating interactions can be constrained separately with specifically designed CP-odd observables that are insensitive to CP-even effects. The two sector can thus be decoupled. The new physics contributions to the couplings of the Higgs boson to vector bosons can then be written in terms of the following interactions in the physical basis:
In the previous Lagrangian only c gg , δc z , c γγ , c zγ , c zz , c z are independent parameters, with the others being related by gauge invariance:
In the previous equations g s , g and g denote the 
where the first two can be written as:
Because of this, and as it was pointed out in ref. [5] , the study of aTGC measured, e. 
where, again, all possible CP-violating phases have been set to zero. As we are interested in exploring all possible deformations that could be tested at future lepton colliders, we will assume that δy t ≡ (δy u ) 33 , δy c ≡ (δy u ) 22 , δy b ≡ (δy d ) 33 , δy τ ≡ (δy e ) 33 and δy µ ≡ (δy e ) 22 are independent parameters. Note, however, that this will typically induce flavour changing neutral currents (FCNCs), requiring a fine tuning in the new dynamics generating δy f . Offdiagonal flavour structures will not be considered. In models generating flavour-changing interactions, flavour observables could however impose stronger constraints. So far all the terms we have written are directly connected to pure Higgs interactions (with the exception of λ z ). Higgs and diboson production at hadron or lepton colliders are however also sensitive to modifications of the neutral and charged current couplings, V ff . Moreover, in the SMEFT framework and to dimension six, such modifications are directly connected to contact interactions of the form hV ff , which also modify the EW production of the Higgs. These are particularly relevant for associated production of the Higgs with a vector boson, as their effects in the amplitudes grow with the energy relative to the SM contributions. These modifications, either at hadron or lepton colliders, are described in the Higgs basis by,
where, again, not all terms are independent. At the dimension-six level one has: 8) with V CKM is the Cabibbo-Kowayashi-Maskawa matrix. The electroweak precision measurements are most sensitive to flavour-preserving interactions in equation (2.7), which are also the relevant ones for Higgs production. They can also probe most of the couplings to the different light fermion families independently. We will therefore restrict our analysis to the case where the (h)V f f couplings -like hf f ones-are diagonal in the fermion-family space. Considering independent diagonal entries, however, leads again to the problem of FCNCs. These are specially severe for the light quark families and we impose that the couplings to the first two families of quarks are related via an U (2) flavour symmetry. This also forbids right-handed charged currents and dipole interactions for the light quarks which do not generate amplitudes interfering with SM ones in the limit m q → 0. For the Higgs measurements, the impact of this U (2) flavour symmetry is mostly only on the V h processes at LHC, which has quarks as the initial states. On the other hand, we keep all lepton couplings independent given that Higgs and diboson production processes single out the Zee coupling. Finally, as mentioned in the introduction, the electroweak and four-fermion interactions of the top quark are assumed to be well constrained by other measurements (e + e − → tt in particular). At tree level, they could mostly impact the precision extracted on the top-quark Yukawa coupling from e + e − → tth measurements. The above-mentioned set of operators is sufficient to describe Z-pole, diboson and single Higgs processes at future lepton colliders. It counts 1 (δm) + 6 (hV V /aTGC) + 1 (aTGC) + 5 (hf f ) + 6 (Z ) + 3 (W ν) + 2 (Zuu) + 4 (Zdd) = 28 new physics parameters. Four-fermion operators that would be relevant for Drell-Yan production at high energies [43, 44] , or the trilinear Higgs self coupling that can be probed at tree level in di-Higgs production [16, 45] and at the loop level in single Higgs processes [19, [46] [47] [48] [49] are omitted from our analysis.
One of our main goals is to study the impact of EW uncertainties on the Higgs coupling determinations. To serve as reference, we consider an artificial benchmark scenario where infinitely precise EW measurements take exactly SM values. As perfect EW measurements we will assume, in particular, Z-pole observables as well as the W mass, width and branching ratios. In the Higgs basis, this corresponds to 1 (δm) + 6 (Z ) + 3 (W ν) + 2 (Zuu) + 4 (Zdd) = 16 deviations from the SM being set to zero, leaving a total number of 12 Higgs and aTGCs parameters, as considered in ref. [14] .
As motivated in the introduction, using more physical observables has advantages for the presentation and comparison of measurement prospects. As replacement for the δm, δc z , c zz , c z , c zγ , c γγ , and c gg degrees of freedom, we therefore keep δg 1,z , δκ γ anomalous triple gauge couplings and define 
Run scenarios and input measurements
We detail below the future lepton collider run scenarios we assume, together with the sources of measurement precision estimates adopted as input, also for the HL-LHC. The EW precision measurements of LEP and SLD that we use are listed too. More details are provided in appendix E.
• LEP and SLD: The current constraints on EW precision observables from Z-pole measurements at LEP and SLD are taken from ref. [50] . For the W mass and width, we take the values from PDG [51] which also includes measurements from the Tevatron and LHC. We include the constraints on leptonic branching ratios of W from ref. [52] . Diboson measurements from LEP II would be completely surpassed by future lepton colliders ones.
• HL-LHC: For Higgs measurements with 3 ab −1 of integrated luminosity, we use the projections provided in the HL-LHC/HE-LHC working group report of ref. [53] , under the so-called S2 assumption on systematic uncertainties. We also combine the measurements from ATLAS and CMS to obtain the ultimate reach of the entire HL-LHC program. We use only the inclusive Higgs measurements. A differential analysis is left for future work. Improvements can be expected from the high p T regions of the Higgsstrahlung (pp → V h) processes which have enhanced sensitivities [54, 55] although the validity of EFT becomes a potential issue there [56] . the full EFT parametrization with CP-even dimension-six operators including both the aTGCs and the modifications of the quark couplings to gauge bosons. W -mass measurement improvements, to a precision of 7 MeV, are also included. Other electroweak measurements expected at the HL-LHC are not considered.
• CEPC: We use the official run scenario from the CEPC CDR [58] which includes runs at the Z-pole (8 ab −1 ), W W threshold (2.6 ab −1 ) and at √ s = 240 GeV (5.6 ab −1 ) without beam polarization. A potential upgrade to run at the top-quark pair production threshold, while plausible, is not considered in the current CEPC design. To palliate for the lack of official projections, we make several estimates for Z-pole measurement reaches (see appendix E.2).
• FCC-ee: We also use the full FCC-ee run scenario established in its CDR [59, 60] difference between them has a negligible impact on our study. The details of how the 350 GeV and 365 GeV runs are combined can be found in appendix E. In the rest of the text, we will refer to this combination of runs as '365 GeV' unless explicitly specified otherwise.
• ILC: We follow the most recent ILC document [61] and consider runs at centre-ofmass energies of 250, 350 and 500 GeV, with total integrated luminosities of 2, 0.2 and 4 ab −1 , respectively. An upgrade to 1 TeV, which we do not include, has also be considered in previous documents [62] . It is assumed a longitudinal polarization of 80% (30%) can be achieved for the e − (e + ) beam. A small fraction of the luminosity planned to be collected with same-helicity beams is mostly useful for controlling systematic uncertainties. For Higgs and diboson measurement prospects, we only consider the opposite-helicity runs. To investigate the impact of beam polarization on the Higgs coupling reach, we also investigate scenarios featuring only electron beam polarization or unpolarized beams. The integrated luminosities considered for each beam polarization run are detailed in figure 1 . The impact of beam polarizations is further discussed in section 3.2.
• CLIC: Following the recent CLIC report [63] , we use projections for runs at 380 GeV, 1.5 TeV and 3 TeV centre-of-mass energies with 80% longitudinal polarization for the e − beam and total integrated luminosities of 1, 2.5 and 5 ab −1 , respectively. Their share between P (e − , e + ) = (−0.8, 0) / (+0.8, 0) configurations are reminded in figure 1 .
Higgs production at centre-of-mass energies beyond about 500 GeV is dominated by the W W -fusion mode which involves left-handed electrons. A larger share of luminosity is therefore collected with (−0.8, 0) polarization configuration.
For both ILC and CLIC, we will consider EW measurements performed using radiative return to the Z-pole under two different assumptions of the systematic uncertainties (see section E.2 for detail). But we will not include in our analyses potential EW measurements at the Z-pole in dedicated GigaZ runs.
Diboson production analysis
The diboson process, e + e − → W W , can be measured both in dedicated runs at the W W threshold at circular machines (CEPC and FCC-ee), and at higher centre-of-mass energies for which the primary targets are Higgs and top-quark measurements. A line-shape measurement of the diboson pair production at threshold provides precise determinations of the W -boson mass and width. At higher energies, m W can be measured by the reconstruction of the W from its decay products. The projected measurement precision from various colliders are summarized in table 5 of appendix E.2.
The measurements of diboson production are also essential for the determination of the triple-gauge and W -to-fermions couplings. Various analyses of this process have been performed by future collider collaborations. They often adopt the so-called TGC dominance assumption, where any modifications other than those coming from δg 1,z , δκ γ and λ z in equation (2.4) are neglected. This was appropriate for LEP II analyses but it is no longer justified at the LHC already [64] . This approximation is also not guaranteed to be valid at future lepton colliders, unless more precise measurements of the other electroweak parameters entering in the process are also available. For our prospects at the different future colliders, we use an analysis method where we consistently implement a full EFT parametrization of the new physics effects entering in e + e − → W W production. The information contained in the normalized fully differential distribution -including the production polar angle and the W decay angles-is maximally exploited using the method of optimal observables. We briefly review the method in appendix D. Following the theoretical study of ref. [65] , LEP II analyses were already using this technique but in an anomalous coupling approach [66] [67] [68] [69] . For simplicity, the narrow-width approximation is employed. The rate information in all the distinguishable channels is treated separately. This also allows to easily assess the respective constraining power of rate and differential measurements, each subject to different systematic uncertainties. Assuming the W has no exotic decays, the inclusive W W cross section as well as BR(W → eν / µν / τ ν) and BR(W → jj) branching ratios can all be extracted with a simultaneous fit to all W W channels. The reach we obtain from this rate analysis, for the various colliders, is summarized in table 6. A likelihood is constructed from the W W rate and differential measurements at all available energies, considering only statistical uncertainties, under the assumptions of negligible backgrounds and perfect reconstruction. A conservative overall efficiency of 50% is however applied at all centre-of-mass energies and for all beam polarization configurations. 3 For the differential analysis, we focus on the semileptonic final state with one W decaying to either e or µ and the other decaying hadronically. With a sizeable branching fraction of about 29%, this channel is well reconstructed and allows for a reliable identification of the W charges. Some further constraining power could nevertheless be extracted from the fully leptonic and hadronic channels. Ambiguities in the decay angles of the hadronic W (due to the difficulty to identify quark charges) are taken into account. Different values of the effective efficiency are also explored in section 3.1 to further investigate the impact of the W W measurements on the global fit.
For both rate and differential analyses, we assume all the threshold-scan luminosity is collected at a single energy centre-of-mass energy of 161 GeV, although it would be distributed in the 157-172 GeV range in practice. To avoid double counting the constraints on the W mass -note that m W is also measured using the data at the W W thresholdwe ignore its modifications in our rate analyses (which moreover neglect systematic uncertainties). Ultimately, experimental collaborations should simultaneously include mass and coupling dependences (the width being function of these parameters in the EFT) at the threshold and above. Suppressed sensitivities however limit the reach of threshold runs on aTGCs, despite the sizeable luminosities collected. The W branching ratios are also best measured with the 240 GeV run at the circular colliders, which provides the largest W W sample. Overall, the W W threshold run is thus mostly relevant the W mass and width measurements.
In appendix D we compare the results of the study using statistically optimal observables with the aTGC reach from a simpler analysis using binned angular distributions. As can be seen there, the statistically optimal observables yields significant improvements, which indirectly impact the reach of the different Higgs couplings too (see section 3.1). This improvement should be encouraging enough for the future collider collaborations to perform dedicated and more realistic e + e − → W W analyses with this method, using the full EFT parametrization.
Differential Higgsstrahlung analysis
The rate and differential information in Higgsstrahlung production are treated separately, as in diboson production. Kinematic distributions have previously been exploited through the definition of angular asymmetries [14, 71, 72] . We explore here the use of optimal observables defined on the normalized fully differential distribution (see also ref. [73] ). Their statistical power is in principle superior. In practice, we observe only a marginal increase in constraining power. We exploit the bbe + e − and bbµ + µ − channels which are almost background free after selection cuts. A universal 40% signal efficiency is applied, following the CEPC study of ref. [74] .
While angular observables in e + e − → hZ can potentially be very useful in resolving degeneracies among parameters contributing to the Higgsstrahlung process, in practice their impact on the global-fit results is rather limited [14] . Once the data that would be available using the full physics program at the different colliders is combined, measurements at multiple energies or with different polarizations already effectively disentangle the various contributions. Even at the CEPC where Higgsstrahlung production is only accessible at 240 GeV with unpolarized beams, the measurements of the diboson process, the W W fusion Higgs production as well as various Higgs decay channels already lift approximately flat directions in the global fit.
Fitting procedures
Two different statistical frameworks are used to perform our global fits. The independent implementations use the same inputs. We describe here the two frameworks and their differences.
HEPfit [75] is a Bayesian analysis framework based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedures. For this work, we use the implementation of dimension-six SMEFT in the Warsaw basis [11] along with the EW and Higgs observables that are publicly available in the developer version. 4 In HEPfit, priors are set for the model parameters which, in this case, are the coefficients of the relevant dimension-six operators in the SMEFT. All priors are set to flat distributions with a range larger than the 5σ limits of their posterior distributions. 5 As a result, there is no prior dependence in the fits performed. Since all the couplings are linearized in the EFT parameters they have a flat prior distribution too.
The evolution in the space of operator coefficients is guided, using to the MetropolisHastings algorithm, with the logarithm of the likelihood function built from measurement projections assuming SM central values. Where correlations between experimental projections are present, multivariate Gaussian likelihoods are built using the covariance matrix. 6 4 https://github.com/silvest/HEPfit 5 The posterior distributions obtained in our fits are always unimodal and almost always Gaussian. Rare deviations from Gaussianity are small and do not affect our results. 6 Most of this process is automated and inputs are in the form of plain text files that can be made available on request.
Instead of presenting the posterior distributions of the Wilson coefficients that were varied in our fits, we provide the statistics of the posterior distributions of the effective Higgs couplings, aTGCs and EW couplings introduced in section 2.1. An independent fit procedure relies on the construction of a χ 2 function from all observables. Only leading order SMEFT contribution are retained, in the so-called Higgs basis of dimension-six operators [10] . The χ 2 is then quadratic in the EFT parameters, given by . We observe excellent agreement between the results of the two fit procedures, in particular at future lepton colliders where the leading order SMEFT expansion is well justified by the high measurement precision.
Results
The global reach we obtain on the Higgs and triple-gauge couplings is highlighted in figure 2 for the four future lepton colliders considered: CEPC, FCC-ee, ILC and CLIC. Numerical values are also provided in table 1. The LEP and SLD measurements as well as HL-LHC prospects are included in all scenarios. They are also combined separately, providing a reference to assess the improvement brought by future lepton collider measurements. We also display separately the precision reached after each stage of the FCC-ee, ILC and CLIC programs accessing increasing centre-of-mass energies. The precision reached for each Higgs and triple-gauge coupling, after marginalizing over the other parameters, is shown as a solid bar in the figure. These results account for the finite accuracy with which EW parameters will be determined at the different future colliders (see figure 4 below). They are compared with the projections (displayed with triangular marks) obtained assuming EW coupling modifications are constrained to vanish by perfect EW measurements (Z-pole observables, W mass, width and branching factions). The ratio between the results assuming finite and perfect EW measurements are also displayed in the lower panel of the figure. Assuming both EW observables and TGCs are perfectly determined to be SM-like, one obtains the projections shown as semi-circular marks in figure 2. For the CEPC and FCC-ee, we assess the impact of the planned Z-pole run by excluding the latter in prospects shown with light shaded bars. These results allow us to answer several questions raised in our introduction concerning the impact of EW parameter uncertainties on Higgs coupling determinations. Examining in particular the middle and bottom panel of figure 2, let us discuss in turn the qualitatively distinct cases of circular and linear colliders.
At circular colliders, as expected, the full programs (dark shaded bars) provide sufficient constraints on EW parameters to limit the impact of their uncertainties on Higgs coupling determinations. For all couplings except δκ γ , imperfect determinations of EW figure 4) At linear colliders, the lack of runs dedicated to electroweak coupling measurements renders substantial the contaminations from their uncertainties in Higgs coupling determinations. Beam polarization (further discussed in section 3.2) does not seem to be entirely sufficient to mitigate these indirect uncertainties arising from marginalizing over electroweak parameters. With one single energy run, the δg ZZ H , δg W W H coupling reaches are for instance worsened by a factor of about 1.2-1.3 at the ILC and CLIC. These degradations are however reduced to factors of about 1.1 with the inclusion of higher-energy runs which are sensitive to different combinations of parameters and can help resolving approximate degeneracies. This is remarkable since improvements in the absolute strength of constraints at high energies also tend to increase the relative impact of EW uncertainties. This effect is observed for δg Zγ H as well as for δg 1,Z and δκ γ , indicating a striking breakdown of the TGC dominance assumption. At the ILC, the measurement of Higgsstrahlung production with polarized beams provides the main constraining power on δg Zγ H [14] and is more sensitive to EW contaminations than the h → Zγ decay. The relative contaminations from EW uncertainties on δg 1,Z and δκ γ increase much faster with higher-energy runs than the figure 3 . absolute constraints. This is a consequence of the fact that high centre-of-mass energies drastically improve constraints only on specific combinations of parameters including electroweak coupling modifications [54] . Relative degeneracies are thus effectively enhanced.
Figure 2: Global one-sigma reach of future lepton colliders on Higgs and triple-gauge couplings. The run scenarios and luminosities assumed are listed in figure 1. LEP and SLD electroweak measurements as well as HL-LHC prospects on Higgs and diboson processes are included in all projections. Modifications of electroweak parameters (shown in
Besides e + e − → W + W − , other electroweak measurements could help controlling electroweak uncertainties in the centre-of-mass energy range envisioned for future linear colliders. One could for instance exploit the lower tail of the beam energy spectrum to access the Z pole through radiative return [76] , or resolved photon emission in association with a Z boson (e + e + → Zγ), or di-Z production. Radiative return to the Z pole has for instance been considered with measurements of the left-right production asymmetry A LR , as well as improvements in the measurements of Z decays and asymmetries in final states with charged leptons, b-and c-quarks. Preliminary prospects for the determination of A LR at √ s = 250 GeV claim the relative statistical error can be reduced to about 0.1% [77] , a factor of 15 improvement with respect to the 1.5% one obtained by SLD [50] . The dominant uncertainties associated to the knowledge of polarization are included and seem to be smaller than the statistical ones. Still this estimate will need to be confirmed after full detector simulation, resolved photon production, and minute systematic uncertainties are fully accounted for. As illustration, we nevertheless display the improvement that would be brought by such a measurement with yellow marks in figure 2. It would mostly benefit the triple-gauge coupling δκ γ . If additional electroweak measurements appear insufficient to control EW uncertainties contaminations to a satisfactory level, collecting some amount of luminosity at lower centre-of-mass energies might be advantageous.
Other than the prospects on the Higgs and triple-gauge couplings provided in figure 2, we present in figure 4 projections for the rest of electroweak couplings in the same run scenarios. Numerical results are provided in table 2. Note that the only electroweak measurements included in HL-LHC projections only are that of diboson production [57] and of the W mass [78] . They are combined with LEP and SLD ones. The latter will continue to dominate the constraints on Z-boson couplings to fermions until until a new lepton collider is built, which naturally brings significant improvements either from direct Z-pole measurements or from measurements using Z-radiative return. Diboson measurements accessible to all future lepton colliders have a dramatic impact on our knowledge of the couplings of W -boson to the leptons. The lower energy runs at circular colliders provide the best reaches on these couplings given the higher e + e − → W W production rates and luminosities. Runs at the W W production threshold however only play a marginal role once high luminosities are collected at centre-of-mass energies of 240 GeV and above. (d and s) , which are poorly constrained at LEP and SLD. The V h and diboson production processes, mostly initiated by light quarks at the LHC, are sensitive to these couplings [55] . In addition to the precision reach of each coupling, the correlations among them also contain important information, and are particularly relevant for understanding the interplay of Higgs and EW measurements. To avoid showing a large set of 28 × 28 matrices, we present a scheme-ball illustration in figure 5 , which highlights large correlations with lines connecting pairs of couplings in its inner circle. The circular collider projections include both Z-pole and W W threshold measurements. At linear colliders, the EW and the Higgs sector appear clearly connected due to the absence of new Z-pole measurements. Strong correlations are present between aTGCs and other electroweak couplings. This clearly shows again that the electroweak, triple-gauge, and Higgs sectors of the effective field theory would become significantly entangled with the advent of future lepton colliders.
We further investigate the impacts of diboson measurements and beam polarizations in the rest of this section. As explained in section 2.3, our prospects for W W measurements neglect backgrounds, detector effects and systematic uncertainties but assume a conservative overall efficiency of 50%. We examine in figure 6 the impact of different assumptions for on Higgs and triple-gauge coupling prospects. This exercise also more generally allows us to visualize the constraining power of diboson measurements. In comparison with the default = 50% prospects shown as dark-shaded bars, the ideal = 100% and pessimistic = 0.01 ones are respectively shown with vertical lines and light shaded columns. The results in figure 6 
Impact of W W measurements

Impact of beam polarization
In the conceptualization of linear colliders, one of the matters that has been discussed extensively is the impact and necessity of polarization for both the e + and e − beams. Given that electroweak interactions have O(1) parity violation, beam polarization is expected to leave a large effect on the physics case [61] . More specifically, the signal and background cross sections for several processes depend crucially on the beam polarization, with the signal showing a marked increase over that for unpolarized beams [79] along with a simultaneous suppression of the background. Beam polarization is also credited with having the benefit of being diagrammatically selective. It thus allows one to probe independent parameter space directions and hence yield a more complete physics program. Lastly, beam polarization permits a large gain in the control of systematic uncertainties. Studies of polarization effects have been performed for both the higher-energy [79] and the 250 GeV ILC runs [80, 81] . A comprehensive list of all the processes projected to be studied at the ILC, including new-physics searches and the importance of polarization on these channels can be found in table 1.1 of ref. [79] .
The scaling with polarization of the s-channel e + e − annihilation of massless fermions to a vector boson is given by [61, 81] σ P e + P e − = σ 0 (1
where σ P e + P e − is the cross section corresponding to a beam polarization of P e + and P e − for the e + and e − beam respectively and σ 0 is the cross section for unpolarized beams. A LR is the intrinsic left-right asymmetry of the production cross section. For the SM, e + e − → Zh production channel A LR = 0.151. 7 The ννh production proceeds through t-channel W boson fusion which only involves left-handed fermions and right-handed anti-fermions. The scaling of its rate with polariza- 7 Given left-and right-handed couplings of charged lepton to the Z are respectively proportional to −1 + 2 sin 2 θw and 2 sin 2 θw, this polarization asymmetry is approximated by (1 − 4 sin 2 θw)/(1 − 4 sin 2 θw + 8 sin 4 θw) and is very sensitive to the sine of the weak mixing angle sin θw.
tion is therefore simpler (A LR = 1 in equation (3.1)):
In this case it is clear a negative polarization for the electron and a positive one for the positron enhance the cross-section while an opposite configuration reduces it. The process e + e − → W + W − has both s-channel Z/γ and t-channel ν exchange contributions. A LR is in practice very close to 1. The prescriptions we adopt for the scaling of statistical uncertainties from one polarization to the other are the following:
• e + e − → Zh : As described in ref. [15] , A LR being small, the rate enhancement for the P (e − , e + ) = (−80%, +30%) beam polarization configuration over the (+80%, −30%) is compensated by the slightly lower background in the latter. So we assume that the statistical uncertainties will be the same for the (±80%, ∓30%) configurations. For scaling to other polarization configurations, we assume no significant role is played by A LR in equation (3.1) and use the following formula:
3)
• e + e − → ννh : Being driven by W boson fusion, we use equation (3.2) to scale the statistical errors for the different polarizations.
On the other hand, systematic uncertainties are assumed to be polarization independent. For unpolarized beams, no uncertainty is however associated with the determination of the polarization.
In the rest of this section, focusing for concreteness on ILC run scenarios, we briefly investigate the effects of beam polarization on Higgs and triple-gauge coupling measurements. The reaches obtained with P (e − , e + ) = (∓80%, ±30%), (∓80%, 0%) and the unpolarized configurations are shown in figure 7. Electroweak parameters are marginalized over. Compared to the reach obtained with unpolarized beams, after the first stages of ILC, sizeable improvements of about 50% are brought by polarization on δg ZZ H and δg W W H coupling precisions. A small indirect impact is also observed on δg bb H and δg τ τ H . It arises mainly from the additional discrimination power provided by the two different beam polarizations, each sensitive to different combinations of parameters. The increase in e + e − → Zh cross-section only induces a limited improvement. This explains the small impact of positron beam polarization: two (∓80%, 0%) electron beam polarization configurations already effectively resolve approximate degeneracies. The inclusion of a 500 GeV run provides significant discriminating powers and can largely compensate the lack of beam polarizations in the δg ZZ H and δg W W H coupling reach. We also observe small differences (10-20%) between polarized and unpolarized cases for the δg Zγ H , δg 1,Z and δκ γ couplings. These are enhanced by the inclusion of the higherenergy runs. As pointed out in ref. [14] , the sensitivity of the hZ production process to 
Figure 7: Global one-sigma reach on Higgs and triple-gauge couplings at the ILC, for three different beam polarization configurations. Electroweak measurements from LEP and SLD as well as HL-LHC projections are included in all scenarios. Electroweak parameters (not shown) are marginalized over.
δg Zγ H suffers from an accidental suppression for unpolarized beams. The h → Zγ measurement at the HL-LHC however effectively constrain this coupling, so that the loss in reach incurred without beam polarization is limited. Additional measurements of the hZ process at higher energies improve the reach on δg Zγ H but also make it more sensitive to the polarizations. For δg 1,Z and δκ γ , the discriminating power provided by the higher-energy runs is also insufficient to offset the enhanced degeneracies in the diboson process, as observed previously in figure 2 . Losing the handle of beam polarizations thus further enhances the degeneracies and reduces the reach.
Focusing on the 250 GeV run, figure 8 further highlights the complementarity of opposite beam polarization configurations for lifting approximate degeneracies. It shows the relative improvement obtained between polarized and unpolarized scenarios. The cases of P (e − , e + ) = (∓80%, ±30%) and (∓80%, 0%) beam polarization configurations are respectively displayed in red and green. For reference, the gain expected from the increase in sheer rate is displayed as orange lines. It is obtained by artificially augmenting luminosities by a factor of 1.24×0.9 1.12 in our default unpolarized beam scenario. The factor of 1.24 is the statistical increase in the precision of the hZ cross-section determination when adopting a P (e − , e + ) = (∓80%, ±30%) configuration (following the prescription of equation (3.3)) and the same for ννh. Note that no such statistical gain is obtained in the absence of positron polarization. The factor of 0.9 is compensating for the 10% of luminosity collected with same-sign polarization configuration and not used in our prospects.
As already noted above, polarized beams induce sizeable improvement (up to 80%) in the precision achievable on several Higgs couplings, while positron beam polarization has a marginal impact. As seen in the figure, this improvement is often much larger than the bare statistical gain in hZ and ννh rate due to polarization (up to 5.6% shown by the grey line). Runs with two different polarization configurations are indeed effective in reducing approx- figure 9 we get some insight into the difference in the correlation maps between the case of the polarized beams and the unpolarized ones. Removing positron polarization does not change the correlation map of for the polarized beams. It can be seen that δκ γ is always correlated with δg ee Z,L and δg ee Z,R . The latter are progressively better constrained with the growth of energy for the case of polarized beams when compared to unpolarized as is apparent from table 2. The correlation between δg 1,Z and δg eν W at all energies is also distinctive for the case of the polarized beams and absent for unpolarized beams.
Figure 8: Strengthening in global constraints arising from the introduction of P (e − , e + ) = (∓80%, ±30%) and (∓80%, 0%) beam polarizations at a centre-of-mass energy of 250 GeV (in red and green, respectively) quantified as δg(unpolarized)/δg(polarized
Beam polarization also helps controlling systematic uncertainties, an aspect we have
Figure 9: A comparison of correlations between the different sectors for polarized beams (∓80%, ±30%) and unpolarized beams at the ILC. HL-LHC projections have been included.
not fully accounted for here. The details of the different configurations of beam polarization that may be used to control systematics can be found in ref. [61] . Our conclusions here are also drawn assuming only SLC precision on the polarization asymmetry A LR , although we have seen a measurement in radiative return to the Z pole has the potential of helping to reduce the contamination of electroweak uncertainties in Higgs couplings.
Summary
All proposed future lepton colliders, CEPC, FCC-ee, ILC and CLIC, will likely face critical decision making in the coming years. The determination of their physics potentials, in particular the reach on the Higgs coupling measurements, is an important and pressing matter. In the effective-field-theory framework, the Higgs sector can not simply be isolated from the rest of the standard model. A successful Higgs precision program at future lepton colliders thus requires a global analysis of Higgs and electroweak measurements. We perform such a consistent treatment for the first time in this paper. In particular, all relevant dimension-six contributions are included in our implementation of current and future Z-pole measurements. The impact of diboson (e + e − → W W ) production measurements is revisited with all CP-even dimension-six contributions, using the powerful method of statistically optimal observables.
For the circular colliders, CEPC and FCC-ee, our results suggest that the future Zpole runs are important not only to extract EW parameters, but also to determine triplegauge and Higgs couplings. The unprecedented precision of diboson measurements makes them particularly sensitive to EW parameters. The significant cross-talk with aTGCs is only reduced by Z-pole measurements of matching precision. The improvement on Higgs couplings arising from new Z-pole measurements comes both directly from the improved reach on the hZee contact interactions, and indirectly from the improvement on the aTGCs which are related to the hZZ and hW W anomalous couplings. In particular, the reach on the hZZ and hW W couplings are worsen by a factor of about 50% for the 240 GeV run in the absence of a new Z-pole run. On the other hand, the proposed Z program at either CEPC or FCC-ee is sufficient for eliminating the uncertainties on the Higgs couplings propagated from the EW measurements, and are essentially equivalent to having perfect electroweak measurements for this purpose.
For the linear colliders, ILC and CLIC, we observe the lack of Z-pole run renders significant the contaminations of EW parameter uncertainties to Higgs coupling. They are largely mitigated by higher-energy runs, which however dominantly probe given combinations of parameters and therefore also induce some relative enhancements of approximate degeneracies. With runs at three different centre-of-mass energies, the ILC and CLIC reach on the Higgs couplings are worsen by at most 10-15% compared with the case of perfect EW measurements. On the other hand, the relative impact of EW uncertainties on the δg 1,Z and δκ γ aTGCs significantly increases at high energies. Their absolute constraints are however very tight. Especially during first run stages, beam polarization is effective in resolving approximate degeneracy and in improving the precision reach on hZZ and hW W couplings. Besides e + e − → W W production, additional EW measurements above the Zpole have the potential to help reducing the contaminations of EW-sector uncertainties in Higgs coupling determinations. Including preliminary prospects for the measurements of Z decays and asymmetries in radiative return to the Z pole at the ILC 250 GeV and CLIC 380 GeV was for instance observed to have a significant impact. Further studies of such measurements, maybe complemented by dedicated GigaZ runs, are thus highly relevant for the Higgs programs at linear colliders. We stress however that runs at higher energies, a clear option for linear colliders, can mitigate, in the extraction of the Higgs couplings, the EW parametric uncertainties inherited from LEP/SLD. 
A Comparison with Higgs@Future Colliders ECFA Working Group report
We briefly comment on the differences between our study and the results of the recent report in ref. [2] . The work presented here extends and complements the results in that reference for the case of future lepton colliders. Indeed, the results presented there are based almost exclusively on the official input provided by the different experimental collaborations. As explained in that reference and also emphasized in this document, from the point of view of the diboson observables most future collider projects present the projections only in the case of aTGC dominance. This prevents a precise assessment of the impact of the EW constraints on the global fit results, which we address here. Furthermore, as explained in appendix E, in some cases the status of the projections for several observables is not at the same level of completeness across the different experiments. For instance, H → Zγ is presented by the CEPC project but not by FCC-ee, but there is no reason the latter cannot obtain a similar measurement. These gaps are filled in our study using reasonable assumptions, aiming to offer a more complete and accurate picture of the global constraints achievable at each machine. Finally, we discuss in detail other issues not covered in ref. [2] , such as the impact of polarization in the global fit results. On the other hand, there are some relevant topics already discussed in ref.
[2] which we therefore chose not to include in our study, such as the impact of SM theory uncertainties in the fits. To prevent the interference of these effects with the main purpose of our study, i.e. to quantify the interplay between the different types of measurements at future colliders, we neglect the effects of such theory errors. Because of all these reasons, several of the results presented here and in ref. [2] show some differences.
B Results in other bases
In this appendix, we present the results in terms of the reaches on the Wilson coefficients of dimension six operators. We consider several basis choices, including the Warsaw [11] and the SILH' bases [83] . The latter is obtained from the SILH basis [84] with the operators
replaced by four fermion operators, which do not contribute to Z-pole observables at the leading order except for the measurements of the Fermi constant. We also considered a modified version of the SILH' basis utilized in ref. [14] (also similar to the ones in ref. [85] ) for better separation of the Higgs and EW measurements. For the sake of compactness and easy comparison, we use the same operator conventions for all three bases, which follow closely the ones in ref. [83] . A list of redundant operators relevant for the Higgs and EW measurements are provided in table 3. The flavour indices are also omitted, which can be trivially restored. The three bases can be obtained by eliminating different operators via the relations from integration by parts,
and from the SM equations of motion of the gauge fields,
where f L = , q are the left-handed fermion doublets, f R = e, u, d are the right-handed fermion singlets, and Y is the hyperchange (Y = − eliminated from table 3. It should also be noted that our definition of O W B differs from the one in ref. [16] by a factor of two. Our results for the three bases are presented in figure 10 in terms of the 95% confidence level (CL) (∆χ 2 = 4) reach for Λ/ |c i |, with c i and Λ defined in equation (2.1). This is particularly convenient for comparing Λ with the bounds on new particle masses from direct searches (which are usually in terms of 95% CL). However, it should be emphasized that in an EFT analysis one always constrain the combination Λ/ √ c i (or c i /Λ 2 ) rather than Λ itself [56] , and such comparisons are only valid if the sizes of c i are known, for instance, from assumptions of the UV theory. Unlike in the rest of the paper, in the results presented here we will impose, for simplicity, the flavour universality condition in the operators modifying the gauge-fermion couplings. This reduces the total number of new physics fit parameters to twenty. For each operator, we show both the reach from a global fit (solid shade) and the individual one with all other operator coefficients set to zero (light shade). The corresponding values for c i /Λ 2 are also shown on the right-hand side of the plots.
With the naive assumption of c i ∼ 1, we observe a global reach on Λ in the range from ∼ 1 TeV to more than 10 TeV for various operators at the future lepton colliders. The combination of Higgs and EW measurements indeed provide robust constraints on the relevant operator coefficients and leaves no unresolved exact degeneracy/flat direction in any of three bases. Nevertheless, the gaps between the global reaches and individual ones are still sizeable for some of the operators, with a difference of up to one order of magnitude. 
C Higgs-electroweak correlations at circular colliders
To further understand the interplay of the EW and the Higgs sectors, we study here the evolution of the correlations between the different parameters as one increases the precision of the Z-pole measurements from the current uncertainties to those that would be possible at the CEPC and FCC-ee. We compare three different scenarios for EW measurements in figure 11 . The links and bar plots marked in red, blue and dark grey refer to the case where we use the current EW measurements and combine them with the projections for other observables at CEPC (240 GeV) and FCC-ee (240 GeV and 240+365 GeV), respectively. It can be clearly seen that there are significant correlations (> 50%) at FCC-ee δκ γ is also correlated with δg ee Z,L . Therefore, when one assumes perfect EW measurements shown with the white dots on the on the left side of the scheme-ball, the bounds on the these couplings in the Higgs sector are significantly stronger as they are affected by the assumption we make about the EW measurements.
The lighter colours, orange, green and light grey, mark the bar plots and correlations for the case where we include the Z pole runs for CEPC (240 GeV) and FCC-ee (240 GeV and 240+365 GeV), respectively. All of the large correlations between the effective Higgs couplings and the EW couplings drop off leaving only correlations between δκ γ and δg eν W for all energies. Correlations between δg ZZ H and δg 1,Z remain as significant correlations between the effective Higgs couplings and the aTGCs for the 240 GeV runs at both CEPC and FCC-ee .
The change in the correlations from one EW scenario to another for both CEPC and FCC-ee can also be seen from figure 12. For both the colliders at 240 GeV, meshes of significant correlations can be identified between the Higgs and the EW sectors. With the inclusion of the Z-pole these two sectors get decoupled. While we see from table 1 that the assumption of perfect EW measurements and the case for the inclusion of a Z-pole run give numerically similar bounds for both the colliders, from figure 12 we see that the correlation maps are different. It can then be understand from these variations of the correlation map why δκ γ is still affected by the EW assumptions made even after the inclusion of EW measurements from a Z-pole run at the lepton colliders since the bound on it is diluted by it correlation with δg eν W when EW couplings are not measured with perfect precision. The differences in the correlation maps between FCC-ee and CEPC at 240 GeV when including their Z-pole runs are due to the differences in the input that can be found in induces asymmetries from both the production and the decay at a lepton collider making the asymmetry parameters extracted from A 0,(l,q) F B highly correlated. However these correlations are not given for FCC-ee and hence the correlation maps in figure 12 are different for the two colliders.
D Statistically optimal observables
Statistically optimal observables [65, 86] have been employed for studying the prospective sensitivity of the e + e − → W + W − and e + e − → hZ, Z → + − processes to new physics effects in the EFT approach.
Definitions Let us briefly review general definitions, following ref. [65] . Given a S(Φ) = S 0 (Φ) + C i S i (Φ) phase-space distribution linear in the C i coefficients, the
observables have been shown to maximally exploit the rate and differential information to provide the most precise C i measurements around the {C i = 0, ∀i} point [65] . Technically, they form a set of so-called joint efficient estimators which saturate the Cramér-Rao bound for unbiased estimators. It is assumed that the number of collected events n follows a Poisson distribution with expected value E[n] = Lσ where L is the total integrated luminosity and σ = dΦS(Φ) is the total rate, while the phase-space distribution has a probability distribution function given by S(Φ)dΦ/σ. Since
where
, the asymptotic formula for the covariance matrix between the O i observables is
matrix also appears in the expected value for
so that the covariance matrix between the C i measurements is actually M −1 at zeroth order in C k :
Assuming ideal experimental conditions, the statistical power of optimal observable measurements can therefore simply be estimated through this phase-space integral. A finite efficiency can be introduced by trivially rescaling the integrated luminosity L → L.
To avoid using total rate information, one can also define statistically optimal observables asÕ
on normalized differential distributions. Reproducing the derivation above, one easily obtains the following expression for the asymptotic covariance matrix between operator coefficient determination around the standard-model point {C i = 0, ∀i} (see Eq.(40,43) of ref. [65] ):
Treatment of diboson production We apply the optimal observable technique to the effective-field-theory dependence of the e + e − → W + W − production process. For simplicity, optimal observables are defined on the normalized distributions, and the information about the total rate in different channels is included separately. Unlike in LEP analyses [66] [67] [68] [69] , we restrict ourselves to linear effective field theory dependences. Simple checks we performed indicate that higher-order dependences on the three CP-conserving anomalous triple gauge couplings are subleading. In our approximation of vanishing masses for quarks and leptons, the dipole interactions as well as the right-handed couplings of the W boson only appear at the quadratic level.
The semileptonic final state is considered and only doubly resonant contributions are included in the narrow-width approximation. The differential distribution is symmetrized under the exchange of the two quarks which are experimentally indistinguishable. Cuts, beam structure, efficiencies, detector effects and systematic uncertainties are not included. The neutrino momentum is assumed to be perfectly reconstructed.
An analytical and a numerical computation are compared. The latter relies on treelevel amplitudes computed with MG5_aMC@NLO [87] and uses a simple Monte-Carlo phasespace integration to compute covariance matrices. Results for the standard-model and linear effective-field-theory rates are in good agreement with default MG5_aMC@NLO computation chain. The BSMC implementation [88] 8 of the standard-model dimension-six effective field theory in the so-called Higgs basis [10] is employed. In the analytical analysis we use for final results, the effective-field-theory dependence of the W mass is included in addition to vertex corrections. [58] .
As an illustration of the power of the optimal observables, we show in figure 13 a comparison with the conventional binned distribution method used in ref. [58] for CEPC 240 GeV. To match the inputs and assumptions of ref. [58] , we use both the total rate and the normalized distributions of the semileptonic channel of e + e − → W W , make the TGC dominance assumption and perform a global fit among the three aTGCs. If a 80% signal selection efficiency is assumed as in ref. [58] , we observe a factor of 4-5 improvement in δg 1,Z and λ Z with the use of optimal observables, and a some what smaller improvement (by a factor of ∼ 2) for δκ γ . In particular, a better discrimination between δg 1,Z and λ Z is achieved using optimal observables, which reduced the strong correlation between them from −0.9 (of the binned distribution method) to −0.6. The improvement is still outstanding even with the conservative 50% efficiency used in our analysis. Note however that they remain degeneracies between Higgs and EW parameters that cannot be resolved with W W measurements alone, even with optimal use of the available differential information.
Treatment of Higgsstrahlung production
The three relevant angles in the process e + e − → hZ, Z → + − are the production polar angle and the Z decay polar and azimuthal angles. In refs. [71, 72] , the information contained in angular distributions was extracted using asymmetries. While this approach captures all the essential information, the correlations among the asymmetry observables are omitted, which results in a reduction in the sensitivity. We instead construct statistically optimal observables from these three angles using equation (D.6) and (D.7), keeping only the linear CP-even EFT dependences. We use only the h → bb and Z → e + e − /µ + µ − channel, which is almost background free after the selection cuts. The χ 2 is computed analytically, including only statistical uncertainties with a universal 40% signal efficiency. Note that the bb pair is only used for tagging the Higgs and reducing backgrounds. The flat distribution of scalar decay product does not contain useful information.
E Input for the global fits
In this section, we give a list of inputs that we used in the fits for the various colliders. The same inputs can also be provided as configuration files for HEPfit on request which can be used for reproducing our results. While we try to give a complete list of inputs in this section of the appendix, large correlation matrices like those that appear for the Higgs signal strength projection for HL-LHC and those available in ref. [50] for the EW inputs will not be presented here. The inputs can be broadly divided into four categories, those at the Z-pole, those pertaining to W mass, width and branching fractions, those pertaining to Higgs signal strengths at various energies and configurations of the colliders and those for the optimal observables. Of these inputs, we will provide the input for the optimal observables as covariance matrices from which likelihoods can be built. The rest will be given as variations around the SM input values. In addition we vary the SM parameters in HEPfit which we list below. The variances of these parameters can be dependent on the collider being studied.
E.1 SM inputs
In table 4 we list the uncertainties for the different SM parameters that were varied in the fits, with the exception of the Z mass, which is reported in section E.2. For the strong coupling constant we use the projected uncertainty from future lattice calculations. For the uncertainty on the hadronic contribution to the running of the electromagnetic constant, ∆α (5) had (m Z ), we use the projection from future experiments measuring the e + e − → hadrons cross section. For FCC-ee we use the expected precision on α s (m Z ) from the measurement of A µµ F B below and above the Z pole [59, 60] . The projection for m h at CEPC can be found in ref. [58] . Due to the absence of an official projection for the Higgs mass measurement from FCC-ee, we use the CEPC value. For all CLIC stages we use the same 20 MeV precision for the Higgs mass envisioned at the end of the HL-LHC era. This is comparable to the precision that would be available at the end of the CLIC 3 TeV physics program [89] . For the uncertainty on the top mass at CEPC we use the HL-LHC projection, since no run at the tt threshold in currently proposed for CEPC. The projections for m t at FCC-ee can be found in refs. [59, 60] ; the ones for CLIC are in ref. [90] ; and the projections for ILC are taken from ref. [91] .
E.2 Electroweak measurements
Only the future circular colliders, namely CEPC and FCC-ee, have runs proposed at the Z pole. So for these colliders we include their projected sensitivities for the EW measurements. There are Giga-Z proposals for both ILC and CLIC. However, the actual EW projections for these scenarios are still under discussion and we do not include them in our work at this stage. For CEPC, the numbers are available from table 11.9 of the CDR [58] . Some of the numbers listed in table 5 are our estimates and we clearly mark them. For the FCC-ee, the numbers are taken from ref. [60] . For comparison, we also list the current LEP/SLD precision for the EW observables that we use in our fits converted to numbers relative to the SM central value with the exception of M Z , Γ Z and σ had . The former two are in units of 10 −3 GeV and the latter in 10 −3 nb. All LEP/SLD data given in table 5 can be found in ref. [50] except A s which can be found in ref. [92] . For the linear colliders, we use the projections for the measurements of the EW observables using radiative return to the Z pole. This is proposed at 250 GeV for ILC and at 380 GeV for CLIC. We study two different scenarios for the systematic uncertainties affecting A b and A c (S1 and S2 in figure 4) . S2 is using the systematics estimated by ILC and CLIC collaborations. S1 assumes universal systematic uncertainties for ILC, CLIC, and FCC-ee and adopts the estimates of the latter collaboration. While this does not make a large difference for the error estimated for CLIC, with just a somewhat larger error in A c , for ILC this significantly enlarges the error in A b and to a lesser extent in A c . For CLIC we also use an uncertainty in R ν of 9.43 · 10 −3 . For LEP/SLD, there are small correlations between various observables which are mostly negligible. The only significant correlations are between Γ Z and σ had (−0.297) and between R e and A 0,e FB (−0.371). The full correlation matrices can be found in ref. [50] . No correlations are assumed for CEPC and FCC-ee.
E.3 W mass, width and branching fraction measurements
The mass, width and branching fraction measurements of the W boson that we use in the fits are listed in table 6. For the circular colliders which have proposed threshold scans around the W W threshold, we list the projections for 161 GeV. Both the cross section, σ ee→W W and the leptonic branching fraction BR(W ± → ± ν), with = e, µτ , are normalized with their SM values. The projections for the leptonic branching fractions are the same for all the leptons. The corresponding numbers in the table are not summed over three lepton families. There are small correlations of -0.125 between the branching fraction of each of the three families of leptons. While we use the correlations in our fits, they are numerically insignificant. For the 350 GeV run at FCC-ee, the integrated luminosity is supposed to be quite low yielding very loose constraints on both the cross section (10.6 × 10 −4 ) and the branching fractions (21.3 × 10 −4 ) relative to the SM values, which are about a factor of 5 worse that those from 240 GeV and a factor of 3 worse than those from 365 GeV. The derivation of σ ee→W W and BR(W ± → ± ν) for the future colliders based on the number of W bosons produced is briefly described in section 2.3.
In the absence of threshold scans, there are no additional projections for Γ W for the linear colliders since the bounds can then only be derived from the branching fraction measurements by kinematic reconstruction of the W . The ILC projections for m W can be found in ref. [80] . In the absence of a projection for CLIC, we use the same number as ILC. For FCC-ee the projections for mass and width measurements can be found in the CDR [60] . The CEPC projections can be found in table 11.12 of the CEPC CDR [58] .
E.4 Higgs measurements
We tabulate the Higgs signal strengths, µ, that we used in table 8 for HL-LHC and in  table 9 for all the future lepton colliders. Where available we also used the correlations between the projected measurements. Please note the following details for each collider:
• HL-LHC We focus only on the S2 configuration for systematics. While ATLAS provides the bounds for (-0.53) . The full correlations matrices is provided as ancillary files while the central values for the signal strengths are reported in table 8. The numbers we use for the fit (including correlations) are from [93] for CMS and received through private communications for ATLAS. • CEPC: While the correlations for 7 of the decay channels are given, only a few show significant correlation, the most important being that between µ bb Zh and µ bb ννh at -0.48 while the others can be considered as being small. The projections for CEPC can be found in refs. [58, 74] . The correlation matrix is given by: • FCC-ee: No correlations are provided for either of the energies, although, in principle, there should be significant correlation between µ bb Zh and µ bb ννh at 240 GeV. There are no official estimates for µ Zγ Zh for FCC-ee. So we rescale the estimate from the CEPC with the projected luminosity for FCC-ee at 240 GeV given in figure 1. It should also be noted that we use the combined Higgs signal strength bounds for 350 and 365 GeV as is officially reported instead of using them separately. This is labelled as 365 GeV throughout our work. The projections for FCC-ee can be found in ref. [60] .
CMS HL-LHC
• ILC: The official projections of statistical errors for Higgs boson measurements at ILC are available only for the baseline polarization of (−80%, +30%) in table XI of ref. [61] . The projected precision for the other polarizations are computed from this set using the method delineated in section 3.2 9 . To these projections we add the recommended 0.1% systematic error each for luminosity and polarization measurements (except for unpolarized beams). In addition there is a systematic error associated with flavour tagging which appears for the h → bb decay mode and is estimated to scale with the luminosity as 0.3% 0.250/L. Most importantly, no official numbers are available as yet for µ Zγ for ILC. Furthermore, the only correlation available for ILC is that between µ bb Zh and µ bb ννh at 250 GeV of -0.34. These two channel are uncorrelated at higher energies as it is much easier to separate these two modes with the recoil mass distribution.
• CLIC: We use the most recent update of the Higgs studies at CLIC from ref. [89] .
The projections available in that reference for the different Higgs rates were obtained for centre-of-mass energies of 350/1400/3000 GeV and assuming unpolarized beams. These run energies are slightly different than those in the current CLIC baseline, namely 380/1500/3000 GeV. We checked that these small differences are not so relevant for the final results and hence we present all results for the latter configuration. Furthermore, the current CLIC baseline foresees the use of electron polarization, see table figure 1. We therefore scale the projected precisions for the different Higgs observables to account for the changes in the cross sections in the scenario with polarized beams, under the assumption that signal and backgrounds scale similarly. The correlation between the different channels involving hadronic final states are also taken into account in our analysis. These are assumed to remain unchanged in the scaling with the polarization. The correlation matrices at the different energies are given by:
CLIC 380 GeV Unlike the other colliders, the projections for the production cross section for the Zh channel for CLIC is split into the ll andfinal states for the decay of the Z boson. Scaling the precisions in ref. [89] to the case of (−80%, 0%) polarization we get 0.036 and 0.017 for σ Zh (Z → ll) and σ Zh (Z → qq), respectively. For the (+80%, 0%) polarization we find 0.041 and 0.020 for σ Zh (Z → ll) and σ Zh (Z → qq), respectively. 
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